Everything is energy. Healthy energy is energy that moves.

Your body is the house of your soul
Put yourself in a pillar of light. Ground yourself by
imagining a root or grounding cord from the base of your
spine that goes deep into the Earth. Connect inward.
Breathe and center yourself. With a calm and clear
energy, set your intentions. Bring Love into your heart
and your home.

Clean your house
Use natural organic cleaning products. Perhaps add some essential oils such as lemongrass, lemon or
sweet orange to your cleaning solution.  Visualize light as you wipe away dust and dirt. Affirm: “This
space is cleansed and filled with love.”

Clear your clutter
Everything in your home has emotional associations. Are you keeping objects that remind you of a
painful time in your life? Do you have piles of paper or projects that remind you that are never caught
up?
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Prayer of Protection
“Great Spirit, Creator of all the Is (Father/Mother God) I ask for your Divine protection. I ask to
be surrounded by Purified White Light and Love. I ask that this dwelling is enveloped in Purified
White Light and Love, creating a shield and foundation of protection around me and my home.”

Invocation Prayer
“Great Spirit (Father/Mother God, Creator of all that is), surround us with your love, your light,
your peace, your power and your grace. I call upon the Guardians of the Four Directions to
guard and protect the Four Corners of this Space. I ask Archangels Michael, Gabriel, Raphael
and Uriel to stand watch at the Four Corners of this space, to guard and protect us, and ensure
that I only connect with the Highest Vibrations in the Love and Light of the Creator. I call upon
my highest level Space Clearing Team, (you can also invoke any deity or helping spirit that you
feel would be beneficial for you i.e. Mother Mary, Kwan Yin, Jesus, St, Germain, etc...))
I thank you for ensuring that I am safe, loved and protected. May all who are welcome in this
space feel peace, love, harmony and joy. Thank you. Amen.”
Note - please change the word “I” to “We” if there is more than one person (or you have pets)
living there.
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Your Space Healing Team
You can invite a variety of Light Beings to be part of your Space Healing Team. They can consist of
Angels, Archangels, Ascended Masters, Saints, and Benevolent Ancestors. There are members of your
Space Healing Team you might not know by name, and when you invoke your “Space Healing Team”
of the highest vibration, you will include them. You can also invite others by name.
Archangel Michael is the head of all the Archangels.
He can protect you and your space with positive
energy, and dispel darkness and negativity.
Archangel Raphael is the healer of the Archangels,
and can heal spaces, homes, pets, your body and
your energy.
Archangel Uriel is known as the “Fire of God”. He
can dispel lower energies and entities and purify your
home and any space.
Archangel Gabriel - is the angel of Vibratory
Transformation, so can raise the vibration of your
home or space.
St. Germain is the Master of the Seventh Ray, who
uses a violet flame to transmute lower vibrations,
negativity, fear, and any psychic or energetic debris
into pure Light.
Power Animals are your animal protectors in the Spirit World. They can be pets that have passed or
other animals that you have never known on the Earth Plane. You can summon any type of Power
Animal to protect you.
Benevolent Ancestors are watching over you and your space at all times. It is in their interest to keep
you safe and protected. By calling upon them you have immense healing power on your side.
Kuan Yin is the Goddess of Mercy and Compassion
Saints and Deities - Jesus, Mother Mary, St. Francis. You can call upon any being that you would find
comforting and helpful.
Benevolent Nature Spirits are the spirits of the land and elemental beings in and around your home. It
is best to work with them instead of ignoring them. They are your allies and should be respected.
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Claiming your Space
(Adapted from Debra Lynne Katz)

Ground your space
Visualize a column of golden (or sparkling white)  light in each corner of your room from heaven all the
way down to the core of the Earth.
Visualize a column twice as thick in the center of your room. Now connect the corner pillars with the
center one with streams of golden (or sparkling white) light.
Visualize a ball of sparkling white light in the center of the room.
Now, command that any energy that are not in alignment with your Higher Purpose leave the room
through these columns of light. Imagine that the Earth’s gravitational pull is effortlessly drawing down
into it any energy, entities of thought forms, or emotional and psychic debris or anything restricting your
harmony, happiness, creativity and well-being. Be aware of what colors, sensations or sounds you
notice.
You can repeat this process for each room, or visualize a ball of light surrounding your entire home
(with a giant grounding cord).
Alternate technique - instead of the middle pillar of light, you can visualize a ball of sparkling white light
that draws away all lower thought forms, energies and entities bringing love, light, healing and
protection.”

Own Your Space
Imagine you are writing your name, in a giant marker or paintbrush, in the color of your choice on at
least four walls. You can imagine your photo on one of the walls too (and of course put a photo there).
You can do this for all your family members, including pets!
When you leave a space, such as when you are traveling, release your energy from the space:
“I command that any thought forms, or psychic and energetic debris that belong to me are
collected, bathed in divine light, and brought back to me cleansed and purified.”
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Sensing Spaces
Are there rooms or areas in your home that you avoid?
Do people gravitate to certain areas of your home over others?
Do you feel comfortable in all areas on your home?
Do your pets or children want to avoid certain spaces?
To sense where there is stagnant or negative energy
Pendulum dowsing
Feel what it’s like in those areas with your
hands, body, or imagination
Tarot cards

Cleansing tools
Smudging items
Sage
Copal
Juniper
Cedar
Palo Santo
Lavander
Frankincense
Myrr
Mugwort
Holy water
Incense
Essential oils

How to smudge properly
Clean your home. Put on soothing music if that feels good to you. Open your windows and/or open the
door. Get centered in your body, and set your intention that you are releasing any stuck or stagnant
energy and freshening your space.
Make sure you have a fireproof bowl and light your smudge stick or resin.
Starting at your front door, and gentle wave your smudge stick in the air. You can use back and forth, or
circular motions. You can use feathers as well, but that is not necessary.
Go clockwise around your house, paying extra attention to the corners, as they tend to accumulate
stagnant energy. Open closet doors and carefully smudge inside. Also, cleanse the spaces such as the
laundry room, basement or garage, if applicable.
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As you smudge, you can say a prayer or affirmation such as, “Every molecule of this space is filled with
light and love.” You can also choose to direct all the stagnant energy out the doors and windows as you
smudge.

How to make holy water
(Adapted from William Bloom)
Ingredients: Half a glass of water.
(Separately) Half a teaspoon of salt
Put each in a glass or ceramic bowl
Step 1: Calm and center yourself as you connect with Divine Source and Divine Light. Bring that light
down through your crown, through your heart, and radiating through your hands.
Step 2: Place the palm of your hand (right hand if right-handed, left if left-handed) over the

water and sense the benevolent energy and light flowing into every atom and molecule of the
water.
Step 3: As you are calm and centered, think or say the following words:

“Sacred water. In the name of All That is Benevolent and Good, I bless you. I cleanse you. The
Light now cleanses you of all elements of negativity, so that wherever you are scattered all
elements of negativity may depart.”
Optional - As you say these words, you can increase the potency by drawing a symbol in the
water using the energy from your palm. Whatever symbol feels sacred to you - a Cross, Star of
David, an OM symbol (or you can say OM), or reiki symbol? Anything that feels good. Draw it
three times.
Step 4: Do the same – all of 3 above – with the salt. The only difference is that you address it
as ‘Sacred Salt.’
Step 5: Drop some of the salt into the water. Again it is customary to do this three times. And if
you wish, you can drop it into the water at the same time following the pattern of the sacred
symbols (i.e. the cross, Star of David, etc) that you were using before.
Step 6: Scatter the salt wherever you want to do the cleansing. After smudging is best especially in the Four Corners of your house. You can do this throughout your home.
Children love to do this!
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Alternate techniques:
Moon water - leave a bowl of water in the moonlight (Full Moon is best) for at least three hours. You
can use this water to bring more peace and quiet in a space, particularly if there have been intense or
angry emotions
Solar water - leave a bowl of water in the Sun (outdoors) for at least three hours. You can use this to
energize a space or bring more joy into a room. It is also good for physical healing
Rainbow water - Wash your hands. Connect to Source, and imagine light coming down into your
crown and down your arms. Imagine light is flowing out of your hands in rainbow colors infusing the
water with joy. You can drink this water and/or use it for space clearing.
Crystal water - After a crystal is cleansed and charged with intention, you can infuse your water with
the crystal as well. You can have the water soak with the crystal in the sunlight or moonlight, or simply
add the crystal to your holy water before cleansing a space.
You can also add essential oils, flower essences, flowers or gemstones to infuse the water with their
properties.
Other cleansing tools
Bells
Sage
Dancing
Drums
Rattles
Singing
Movement
Visualization
Crystals (that have been programed for this. Make sure to cleanse them before and after)
Healing mantras
“Om mani padme hum”  This is the most widely known Tibetan Healing mantra dedicated to Kwan
Yin, the Goddess of Mercy and compassion. It is a powerful mantra known to purify. Traditionally, it is
chanted 108 times while moving slowly through your home.
Any mantra that brings you peace and joy can be used
Infuse your home with healing words
Peace, Love, Joy, Prosperity, Harmony, Happiness, Well-being, Serenity
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House Blessing
“Great Spirit, Mother Earth and Father Sky, Guardians of the Four Directions, please bless this
home and fill it with the presence of Love, Light, Health, Well-Being, Harmony, Peace, Beauty,
Prosperity, and Joy. Only Love dwells in this home. Love fills these walls, and radiates
throughout. All who enter here will be conscious of the pure and divine presence of Love. Thank
you for filling our home and our hearts with Love.
And so it is. Thank you. Amen.”

Connecting with the
Guardian and Nature
Spirits of your home
Every space has a Guardian Spirit and
Guardian Angel that watches over it, as
well as Nature Spirits connected to the
land and elements in and around your
home. Many Guardian Spirits are
protective of the space, so it’s best you
connect with that being, and ensure
them that you are a good caretaker of
the home, and a benevolent inhabitant
of the space.
If you have your own business, that too
has its own Guardian Spirit and
Guardian Angel.

How to connect with your Home’s Guardian Angel & Guardian Spirit
(Adapted from William Bloom)
Ground your energy. Relax and get centered in your body. It’s important to stay calm and relaxed. Tune
into your body. As you continue to breathe, bring your awareness to your environment around your
home.
Allow your mind to wander around your home - as you bring your awareness to the rooms, as well as
the people, furniture and objects that inhabit the space. Notice how you feel.
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Set your intention to connect with the Guardian Angel of the Space, as you contemplate how they are
here to bring more love, peace and harmony in your home.
Then telepathically, or out loud, make an introduction and thank them. Here are some examples:
“Angel of this home, I wish to acknowledge your presence. Thank you for watching over
this space. I am grateful for all you do.”
“Angel of this home, I invite you to be here. I thank you for protecting my home and loved
ones.”
“Guardian of this home, I thank you for your presence. I am grateful to be living here.  I
wish to know you better.”
“Guardian of this home, I acknowledge your presence and thank you”
Now, ask if there is anything you can do in this space to make it more harmonious?
As always, THANK THEM. And let them know you will do what they suggest. (And actually do it.)
You can do this for your business too!

Balancing the elements
Fire - incense, candles, hearths, fireplaces, photos or art with the Sun
Earth - plants, crystals, stones, wooden furniture or decorations
Air - windchimes, feathers, pillows, decorations with the sky or birds
Water - fountains, fresh flowers, mirrors, glass or artwork depicting water
To balance a space, make sure there is a balance of the elements.
To ground a space, you can put something from each element in each of the four corners of your home.
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How to Create a Protective Bubble
(Adapted from Diana Burney)
Blue = Divine Power
Gold = Divine Wisdom
PInk = Divine Love
Visualize that a bubble of white light is placed around your
home, and that blue light stream through the entire bubble,
forming a grid in the interior of the bubble. Now visualize
gold light stream through the bubble continuing to form the
grid, and pink light stream through and immerse your entire
space.
Visualize violet light filling the entire bubble, transmuting all
negativity into pure Light. State the following:
“I command that all energy that is no longer for the Highest Good be released and sent into the
Light now.”
“I command that only those energies that are for the HIghest Good be allowed to exist within
this bubble from this point forward.
I command that only Beings of Light may change these commands from this point forward for to
bring about even greater good. And so it is.”
Alternate - quick technique
Visualize concentric circles of white, blue, gold and pink protecting your space. It is done!

Clearing Cords of Attachment
If you wish to move or relocate, and are having trouble either selling your home, or finding a new place
to live, it is possible you have energetic cords or attachments to your current space. Cutting cords and
releasing your energy from the attachments to the space can immediately
Get calm and centered in your body. Connect with Source and Divine White Light.
“I call upon Archangel Michael, Archangel Raphael, my Guardian Angels  and My Space
Healing Team of the highest vibration, to assist me now. I command the removal of all cords,
attachments, psychic hooks, psychic bondings, and psychic conduits now.
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“I command removal of any connection that would have the returned again.
“I am releasing any and all cords of attachments I have to (s tate the address), and any and all
cords of attachments that (state the address) has to me, permanently and completely, in all
directions of time.
“I ask Archangels Michael to remove any residue from any and all cords of attachments.
“I ask Archangel Raphael to heal and repair any damage done to my chakras and auric field.
“Any and all energy which has been drained through these cords of attachment, consciously or
unconsciously, are now bathed in the white Light, cleansed and returned to me purified”
“It is done. It is done. It is done. THANK YOU.”

Objects are energy. They retain memories.
Psychometry is the psychic art of reading the energy of an object, because that object retains the
memory of all of its experiences.
Your walls and  retain the emotional memory of every experience that has transpired in your home,
even before you have inhabited the space.
Every object in your home has an emotional memory. That’s why it is best to cleanse your home and
the objects therein.
Items that need to be cleansed:
● Used furniture
● New furniture
● Antiques
● Ritual objects
● Jewelry (new and used)
● Used clothing
● Cars - new, used or rented
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How to clear an object
Step 1: Put yourself in a pillar of white or golden light
Step 2: Invoke Archangel Michael and your Space Healing Team to protect you and assist you with this
process.
Step 3: Set your intention to cleanse the object of all lower thought forms, emotions, energies and
entities, and infuse it with love and joy.
Step 4: Roll up your sleeves, and cleanse the object of dirt and debris, visualizing light as you do.
Step 5: With your sleeves rolled up, clap around the object - above and around it, and inside it if it has
compartments. Make sure you clap VERY firmly - enough to startle someone if they weren’t expecting
it.  If it has cushions or springs, pound on it. You want to move out stuck and stagnant energy.
Step 6: Transmute the energy by smudging it, and/or you can use bells or holy water. As you do, say a
prayer or blessing such, “I ask Archangel Michael and my Space Clearing Team to release any lower
thought forms, energy, and entities from this object, and infuse it with love and joy. Every molecule and
particle is now filled with love.”
Step 7: Wash your hands and smudge yourself.
Step 8: Thank Archangel Michael and your Space Healing Team

Space Clearing with Children
Children love to use their imagination! If they feel empowered and part of the clearing process, they will
feel safe and protected. These technique works for adults too!  You can use any of these by
themselves or in combination:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Call upon the angels together (They particularly love Archangel Michael, he’s like a superhero!)
Ask them to connect with the Nature Spirits and Guardian Angels of your home
Ask the Angels to remove all negative energy and fill the space with love
Create light grids together
Smudge or use Holy Water
Imagine you are bringing sparkles of light all throughout the room
Say together “This space is filled with sparkly white light. My angels are protecting me. I am
completely safe!” or simply, “Love, light and protection!”
Have them imagine a cloak made of sparkling white light with a hood place that around them (or
ask them what color they would like that cloak to be?)
Thank the Angels for watching over them and protecting them
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Traveling Light - Clear your spaces
Before you leave your home - make sure you put your house in a bubble of protection. You can add
more protection by imagining symbols - or asking an Archangel or Power animal watch over the space.
Use your imagination for additional protection - you can imagine a police officer there who guards
against criminals.   Or perhaps spirit bear or lion who protects against intruders (and will welcome you
home). Anything that you imagine - your thoughts will create the energy!
●
●
●
●

Clear the energy of the plane, and ground the plane (this won’t make the plane crash, it tethers
it like a kite string)
Say a prayer of protection for the plane and pilots. Ask that the pilot has a presence of mind and
a clear focus.
Visualize light filling the plane and surround it with a bubble of light and protection
Send your Space Clearing Team & Angels to cleanse the energy of your spaces ahead of time.

Smooth travels
Imagine your heart is infused with light. Now imagine that light extends beyond your heart - that creates
a tunnel of light between you and where you are heading. Notice if there are any restrictions or dark
spots? Bring more light there? Set your intention that you have a clear and harmonious path between
you and your destination. Infuse your destination with light and set your intention for how you would like
to experience it - i.e., fun, romantic, meet interesting people, etc.
Have fun!
Resources:
Debra Lynne Katz “You are Psychic”
Diane Burney “Spiritual Clearing”
William Bloom “Psychic Protection” and “Working with Angels, Fairies and Nature Spirits”
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House Numerology
House numerology can affect your well being. Since numbers are vibrations, your address sets the tone for your
entire living space. You want to make sure that your house or apartment number is compatible with you and the
others living there, as well as create an energy that is conducive to your lifestyle.
Although your street address, building address, and zip code certainly have an impact, the most influential
number for your well being is your house or apartment number, since that is what is most personal to you.
Here is how to calculate the numerology for your house or apartment:
First, write down the full number of your house or apartment (the number on your door or mailbox).  Next, add all
of the numbers together to find the sum. Reduce the sum to a single digit.

For instance, if you live in a house that is at 3608 Pine Terrace.  Your house number is 3608.  You then add:
3+6+0+8=17.  Reduce 17 to a single digit: (1+7=8). If you live in a house 3608 Pine Terrace, you live in an 8
house.

Although your street name or number has an influence, you do not need to add your street name or number to
find YOUR house number. You’re looking for what is personal to YOU. So, if you live on 324 7th Avenue,  you
would use 324 to find your home numerology (3+2+4 = 9). 324 7th Avenue is a 9 home.

If you live in an apartment, your most influential number is your apartment number, not your building number.

Let’s say you live at 3608 Pine Terrace, Apt #31. In that case, you calculate the numerology for your apartment
number, which is 31.

You add the sum of the numbers 31 (3+1=4). Your apartment is a 4.
Letters have numeric value as well. Use the chart below to determine the numberic value of your apartment
letters.

For example, if you lived in apartment 31C, you would take the numeric value of the letter C (you can find the
numeric value of letters in the chart below) and add that to the apartment number.

For apartment 31C  –  add the sum of 31=4, plus the numeric value of C=3.  4+3=7. Apartment 31C is a 7
apartment number.
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1 Home

Promotes independence, innovation, ingenuity, ambition, drive and leadership. This is a wonderful

home to live in if you are self employed, especially if you work out of your home, or if there are people
living together who wish to maintain their autonomy and freedom. Living here can strengthen your
character, determination and self-confidence.

Challenges: If you would like to promote cooperation and harmony, the 1 can foster too much

independence. If you want to find a partner, or are prone to loneliness, this home can have too much

“self” energy and not as much partnering.  Particularly if your home adds up to 19, which is considered
a karmic lesson number, you might find yourself feeling unsupported and having too much work. You

can easily create more welcoming supportive energy in your home for others by having art that depicts
more than one person, animal or object instead of someone or something singular. This also reminds
your subconscious that you enjoy the company of others.
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2 Home

This home is sure to be a loving, cozy atmosphere, where others will always feel welcome, nurtured,
and loved. The energy of 2 is sentimental and sensitive, so this is a lovely place for those who enjoy

being surrounded by photographs of family and friends, and having people over for intimate gatherings,
especially where feelings are expressed and affection is shared. It is a wonderful place for couples who
love to do things together. It is particularly well-suited for romantic partners, best friends, and young

families. Since the 2 energy fosters intuition and balance, this home is also well-suited for writers and
healers.

Challenges: Since the 2 lends itself to strong feelings, sometimes people can feel overly sensitive here.
You can feel overwhelmed with emotions and need to go outside or do more physical activities to
ground you. You can find yourself taking things too personally or needing constant affection or

validation. If you are living with someone else, you might find there is an imbalance of give and take.
You can balance this energy by remembering to have healthy boundaries and express your feelings
openly and directly as they come up.
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3 Home

This home is sure to have a cheerful, upbeat energy. 3 is a fun, vivacious number, so this is a

wonderful place to have lively social gatherings. It is a highly creative vibration, so if you are wanting to
start a family or an artistic endeavor, this would be a great place! Feelings are openly expressed here,
as well is unique innovative ideas. This is a wonderful home best suited for artists, singles, couples or
families, or anyone who loves to live life to the fullest and express themselves with joy.

Challenges: This energy can lend itself to you being scattered, unfocused, or spending too much

money. You need to make sure you stay grounded and take time to focus on practical things. 3 energy
can also tend to have self-doubt, so make sure you are nurturing positive feelings about yourself at all
times.
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4 Home

This is a solid, secure, protected environment. 4 is the most grounded vibration of all, and relates to the
earth, real estate and physical structures. This would be a great place for investments, whether it is

related to properties, stocks, finances, or even your education. Discipline, structure, and responsibility
are supported here, so if you are growing your business, finances or family, this is a great home for
you. This is a wonderful place if you prefer stability to change, or at least want your home to be
conventional, even if the rest of your life is adventurous!

Challenges: 4 is the slowest and most grounded of all the numbers, so if you like adventure, variety,

excitement, or innovation, you won’t find it here. You might find yourself working too hard or getting too
bogged down in your to-do list, particularly if you live in a 13 home, which is a karmic lesson number.
It’s important that you balance work with play, and practicality with emotions. Since 4 relates to

structure, you want to make sure the physical frame and foundation of your home are in good shape, so
don’
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5 Home

If you love to socialize this is the place for you! 5 loves to party so there is never a dull moment. 5 is the
most gregarious of all the numbers so this is a great place for people who love having people over and

entertaining guests. There are always surprises with 5, so if you love excitement and adventure, you’ve
found the right place. Perfect for those who love to travel, meet new people, try new things, and enjoy
your freedom. If you want to break up your routine, get out of a rut, or just have fun, you’ve found the
right home!

Challenges: If you’re looking for quiet, reflection, or stability, you won’t find it here. You might find this to

be a temporary home rather than a permanent one. Because 5 promotes variety and change, you might
find it difficult to make up your mind or focus on practical matters. You might find yourself over-indulging
in food, sex, or alcohol, especially if your home ads up to 14, which is a karmic lesson number.  A 5

home is best avoided if you are prone to addiction of any sort. If you maintain your discipline and stay
focused on your personal goals, you will find the right balance.
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6 Home

Perfect for families, couples, or artists, this home will inspire beauty, love and harmony. Your home is

truly your sanctuary. People will feel immediately welcome when they walk into your home because of

the balanced energy. It is best to have art and beauty around you, so you would want to decorate your
home with pretty colors, comfortable furniture, and plants. You will feel the need to nurture and take

care of others, so children and animals thrive here. Almost every type of person can feel happy in a 6
home. You are very lucky to live here!

Challenges: Since 6 promotes family responsibility you might find yourself spending too much time

taking care of everyone else, and not enough time nurturing yourself. Make sure you are listening to

your needs first before rushing and doing things for other people. You might find yourself liking being at
home so much you never want to leave! This can be a good thing, but it’s great to get out and socialize
as well.
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7 Home

If you are a mystic, writer, researcher, or spiritual seeker of any sort, you will love living here. 7 is a
private vibration, and can be somewhat secretive. It inspires deep thought, reflection, and powerful

insight. If you love to come home and have quiet time to read, reflect and restore, you will thrive here!
To promote tranquility, water is a lovely element to add to this home, if you don’t already live near a

body of water. You can have some thrilling spiritual and intellectual insights here, so it is a wonderful
home to promote dramatic shifts in your consciousness.

Challenges: If you like entertaining, or love to party, you can find yourself going a little stir-crazy. You
might find it too isolating or lonely at times. It is important that you eliminate any clutter in your

environment as well as your thoughts to harmonize with your home’s energy. You can change the

vibration of the address by adding a number inside your door, but avoid adding a 1 since that would

contribute to the solitary nature of your home). Make sure to take good care of your roof and make all
necessary repairs, since 7 homes are prone to roof damage – particularly if it is an address that adds
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up to 16, which is a karmic lesson number. Since 7s love to escape, you would want to avoid this
address if you are prone to alcohol or drug addictions.

8 Home

If you are an entrepreneur or are career driven in any way, you’ve found the right place! If you are

running your business from your home, even better! 8 is a number of prosperity and abundance, so any
financial endeavor will be promoted here. 8 is also a number of passion, therefore you will be

encouraged to engage with people  you feel strongly about, and activities that you love. Physical

activities that require strength will be energized. If you are wanting to expand your status in the world,
position in life,  financial wealth, or size of your family, this is a great home for you!

Challenges: 8 is a number that teaches you about money and abundance, so you can have big gains

here as well as big losses. You will find the need to keep expanding, therefore no matter how large your
home is, you will always want more – more furniture, more people, more upgrades, and more stuff in
general. Make sure not to put too much money into your home, especially if your motivation is to
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impress other people, or your dream home can become a money pit. Be careful don’t focus too much
on your career that you forget to spend time with the wonderful people in your life.

9 Home

Everyone is welcome in a 9 home! 9 is the number of universal love and compassion, therefore feelings
of love and acceptance are promoted.  Your intuition will be at an all time high. You might find yourself

receiving phone calls and visitors from people seeking your advice. People will be drawn to your home
because of the loving energy there. 9 is an international number, so might feel the need to travel, or

welcome visitors from other parts of the world. You will find yourself conjuring memories and emotions

from the past so you can have healing and forgiveness. Feelings will need to be expressed, as well as
creativity. Ultimately, you will learn a great deal about yourself and other people from living here and
will find many emotional rewards.

Challenges: This address is particularly suited groups that promote the good of the whole such as

dorms or schools, or people with an open heart and mind, but not as good for families who want a lot of
alone time. 9 is an idealistic energy, and can be difficult if you are needing to make more money or
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become more ambitious. You can find yourself dwelling on the past or emotions too much, or fear

abandonment or rejection. If you learn to love yourself without the need for approval from others, and
listen to that strong intuition of yours, you will thrive!

11 Home

11 is the Master Number of Intuition and Illumination. The number 11 shaped like two pillars,

representing a gateway of new growth for you. When you live in an 11 home, you will be inspired with
new ideas, creativity, and innovation. You will find many rich and rewarding opportunities, especially

those that promote leadership and creativity. Since this is a number of LIGHT, you will want to design
your home with beautiful airy decor, keep it uncluttered, and decorate it with meaningful artifacts. 11
reduces to the number 2 (1+1 = 2) therefore this can promote harmony, provided that each person
maintains their independence.

Challenges: Because 11 is a master number, there are spiritual tests that you must go through. 11 is a
number of partnership and can promote harmony ONLY if both people are aligned with their truth and
maintain a strong sense of self. If you are codependent in any way, or give your power away, you will
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find yourself getting into relationship struggles. This is to teach you to be interdependent in

relationships, rather than co-dependent. Since you will be flooded with intuitive insights in this home,

you want to make sure you EXPRESS your creativity, or else you might feel anxious or confused. You
must act on your ideas, not just think about them.

22 Home

As the Master Number of the Master Builder, 22 is the number of STABILITY. This number governs all
things related to the Earth, including finances, career, your physical body and family. This is a

wonderful home if you have a close family, want to feel more grounded, or wish to connect with the

natural world. This is a power spot if you are an entrepreneur or teacher. This home is best decorated
with natural elements, and designed with access to the natural world.

Challenges: Because 22 is a master number, you will have some spiritual trials that will test your

strength. You might feel a lot of pressure to provide for your family, or stress from work. If you shy away
from your leadership or teaching role, you will face some authority issues, until you accept your

responsibilities. You might find yourself working too hard or too focused on your career or family
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obligations. If you learn to delegate some of your tasks, and create a balance of work and play, you will
find your key to happiness.

Remember, most of all, home is where the heart is!
If you live in near nature that nurtures your soul, close to the people you love, you will always feel at
home.
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